
WATERPROOFING

SELF-ADHESIVE TAPE SELF-DAN 30CM
Self-adhesive Tape Self-Dan 30cm is a waterproofing bituminous tape, 30 cm wide, with metallic
self-protection (1.2 kg/m²). Composed of a SBS modified bitumen mastic, using as protective material
on the upper side of the sheet aluminium foil (60 micron) in red colour. The anti-adherent material
used on the lower side is polyethylene film.  _
Used for small leaks, chimneys, in carpentry, etc.  _

TECHNICAL DATA VALUE UNIT STANDARD
Dangerous substances PND - -

ADDTITIONAL TECHNICAL DATA

ADDITIONAL DATA VALUE UNIT STANDARD
Mass per unit area (nominal) 1.2 kg/m² -
Mass per unit area (minimum) 1 kg/m² -
Nominal thickness 1.2 mm -

Membranes thickness tolerance: = -0,3 mm, apart from membranes with thickness 2 and 2,4 mm whose tolerance is =-0,2 mm.  _
Membranes mass per unit area tolerance: -5% (mini) and +10% (maxi) from nominal value.

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION VALUE UNIT
Length 10 m
Width 30 cm
Packages 4 rolls
Product Code 205013 -

1. aluminium foil (60 micron)
2. SBS modified bitumen
3. anti-adherent material

INDICATIONS AND IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS

_
- It is recommended to have the surface pretreated with a primer ( Curidán, Impridán 100, Maxdán o Maxdán Caucho)   _
- SELF DAN should not be applied with temperature below +10º.



SELF-ADHESIVE TAPE SELF-DAN 30CM

WARNING

The information that appears in the following document makes reference to the uses and utilities of danosa’s products and systems, and
it is based on the knowledge that have been learnt until present, by Danosa. This is only possible if products have been stored and used
in an appropriate way.  _
Nevertheless, Danosa is not responsible for unsuitable uses of the products neither any other facts, such as meteorological facts. So
Danosa is just responsible for the quality related to the provided products.  _
Danosa reserves the right to carry out modifications without previous notice.  _
_
The values that appear in the technical sheet are the results of the tests that have been performed in our laboratory. September 2006.  _
_
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